WELCOME

A warm welcome to the botanic garden! We want you to have a fun day and enjoy your time together as a family. There are lots of ideas for you to try together around the garden - some that you can play with on your own and some with us there to help. You can try everything or only what interests you. All our activities are flexible so use them in the way that suits your family. Our creative activity staff and garden team are here to help alongside some special new activities this month. There are also staff from Barnardo's, CAMHS, and Perth Autism Support here if you would like information. You can also enjoy exploring the garden. There are great spaces to run around and plenty of quiet corners if you need a bit of calm.

SOME IDEAS

- Dundee Science Centre will be delivering a range of show-stopping demonstrations, plus there will be plenty of hands-on activities that everyone can get stuck into

- Join Rich from the art college in the Paterson hut to play with architectural designs and 3-d printers from 11 till 2.30

- Try some forest school activities like Hapa Zome with Kirsty in the Birch woods

- Alexandra from Darcy Thompson museum has objects from the zoology collection to explore and activities to try

- Help Kevin to sew the seeds for new meadows in the garden

- Try to collect everything on our scavenger hunt list

- If you have lots of energy play hide and seek in the woods, or practice rolling down the hill in the meadows

HAVE FUN

SCAVENGER HUNT

Can you collect these around the garden?

INTERESTING STONE

CONE

DAISY

LEAF

SEEDS

STICK

FEATHER

DRAW YOUR DAY

Can you draw your favourite thing today?
Toilets, disabled toilet and baby change

Meet the team from Perth Autism Support

Outdoor games in the walled garden with Barnardo's

Science demos and hands on activities

Clay sculpting

Relaxed art making and music

Construction toys in the gazebo

Land art

Design and 3-d printing and snacks in Paterson centre

Art at the Start

Activities and handling from the Zoology museum

Forest school in the birch woods with the CAMHS team

Use your imagination at loose parts play

Entrance